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I led the way 

very quickly, those blood soul monsters were wiped out, and the water in the 
pool turned pale red! 

Now I know that under this water pool leads to the ink sea outside, as long as 
I swim out! 

It’s just that, for the depths of this unknown pool, no one dares to enter rashly! 

“Master Ye Tuo, have you noticed that this man and woman are demon 
cultivators. When they started their actions just now, I felt the breath of 
demons from them.” 

Zhou Tai whispered in Ye Fengqing’s ear! 

“I found out a long time ago!” Ye Feng had already seen that Jin Dong and 
Luo Xi were demon cultivators early on. 

“Isn’t your Seal of Demons specifically hunting down demon cultivators? Now 
that these two are demon cultivators, why don’t you do it?” 

Zhou Tai wanted Ye Fengqing to do something to them! 

If David dares to help, then he is colluding with the demon cultivators, and he 
is bound to be resisted by many cultivators! 

“You’re so fucking stupid. I didn’t see that David has been helping those two 
demon cultivators. If we do it now, we have no chance of winning.” “Besides, 
we are 

trapped here, and we need someone to take us out.” 

” When we get back to the shore, we are exposing the identities of these two 
demon cultivators, and no one will be able to escape by then!” 



Ye Feng had already figured it out early in the morning, and now he 
swallowed his anger, and when he returned to the shore, he was going to 
attack David ! 

“This is a good way. When the time comes, you and I will join forces, and no 
one will run away.” 

Zhou Tai smiled coldly! 

At this time, David didn’t have time to talk to the two of them, but looked at the 
bottomless pool, frowning slightly! 

“Mr. Chen, I’ll take the lead. After all, we just swam up from the water and are 
familiar with the situation inside.” 

Jin Dong volunteered to lead the way! 

David glanced at Jin Dong, then nodded: “Then be careful, I will follow you, if 
there is any danger, you will retreat right away…” “ 

No problem… “ 

After Jin Dong finished speaking, he plunged into the pool! 

Then David and Ji Yun jumped into the pool, and the other monks jumped in 
after seeing this! 

In the end, Zhou Tai and Ye Fengqing looked at each other and jumped in! 

Relying on his memory, Jin Dong swam desperately to the depths of the 
water, and soon he found a shining hole, he knew that entering this was the 
blood soul monster’s lair! 

Jin Dong hesitated a little, if there were blood soul monsters inside, they 
would have no way to deal with them in the water! 

These blood soul monsters can be resurrected infinitely in the water, they 
have no chance of winning! 

At this time, David swam to Jin Dong from behind, and then motioned Jin 
Dong to follow him, and David swam in first! 



After entering the cave, the water inside turned blood red, and the vision 
began to be obstructed and blurred! 

David could only rely on his divine sense and keep groping to swim forward! 

Just as David and the others swam into the cave, everyone was shrouded in a 
faint light. 

For a moment, everyone seemed to be wrapped in a thick aura, and their 
bodies were very comfortable. 

At this moment, everyone began to greedily absorb the thick aura! 

In the water pool, the light red bloody water has a very strong aura, not to 
mention that the water here is blood red. 

It is obvious that the blood here has not faded, and the aura is the strongest! 

At this time, David couldn’t help but began to absorb it. This kind of rich 
spiritual energy is very rare even in the world of heaven and man! 

With the absorption of everyone, they all seemed to forget the danger in the 
cave, and stopped swimming one by one, soaked in the blood, all seemed to 
fall asleep! 

Even David stopped swimming and quietly soaked in the water, like a baby, 
feeling the thick aura pouring into his body! 

Suddenly, the current on the bottom of the sea trembled! 
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David seemed to wake up from a dream, and a muffled voice sounded in his 
ear: “Boy, you have merged all the things born in the world, there is no hope 
for the old man to be reborn… “ 

David heard a voice, and hurriedly looked around, his face full of doubts! 

Because he didn’t see anyone at all. 

Everyone else remained motionless, absorbing the aura around them! 



“Who are you? Where are you?” 

David was full of doubts! 

“Keep swimming forward, I’m right in front of you…” 

There was a bit of exhaustion in that voice, it sounded very tired! 

With doubts, David continued to swim forward. Just after swimming for a few 
meters, suddenly his body seemed to penetrate a barrier, and then a red light 
appeared in front of him! 

Then the red light continued to spread, forming a special light array, and a 
blood-colored body slowly appeared in the light array! 

It seems that this figure is an old man, with a red brilliance shining all over his 
body, and there are many lines on his skin. 

These lines should have been painted on by people, it looks a little scary! 

Half of the old man’s body was trapped in the light array, only the upper body 
was exposed! 

David glanced over, and saw that the old man was obviously imprisoned here, 
and the figure of the old man was blurred, not a real entity, but more like a 
phantom! 

“Who are you? Why are you here? Did you raise those blood soul monsters?” 

David asked the old man! 

After all, this is the old lair of the blood soul monster, and this old man is also 
here, so David suspected that the blood soul monster was raised by this old 
man! 

“Are you kidding me? Those blood soul monsters are guarded by the old man. 
How could they be raised by me?” 

“There is also the blood soul orb. That is not a treasure. It is the old man’s 
dantian. It’s just that the old man was suppressed here and his dantian was 
taken out. 



” The demons were almost wiped out, and because of the war between gods 
and demons, various ethnic groups also took advantage of the situation and 
continued civil strife.” “ 

If it weren’t for the civil strife among these ethnic groups, maybe there would 
be no demons in the world.” 

The old man said with a miserable smile! 

“People from the blood demon clan?” David was slightly taken aback: “The 
person who just took the blood soul orb is also a member of your blood 
demon clan. They did this to cure bloodthirsty.” “They 

should I don’t know that this blood soul orb is your dantian, if I knew, I would 
definitely not take it away.” 

David explained to Jin Dong and Luo Xi! 

“Hahaha, you don’t need to be nervous, and you don’t need to explain. Of 
course I know. Otherwise, how could the two of them take the Blood Soul Orb 
so easily? 

” In such a situation, the blood demon kung fu is even more broken and 
incomplete, and the impure blood demon kung fu they cultivated is why they 
get bloodthirsty!” “I called you 

here because I want you to take those two little babies with you. When I come 
here, I want to teach them the pure Gorefiend skills, and I hope that the two of 
them can help my bloodfiend clan.” 

The old man said to David in a pleading tone! 

“Senior, why didn’t you just call them two? You also need to call me…” 

David asked very puzzled! 

“Do you think any person can see me? Because you are the real body of the 
golden dragon, you can see me through this dimension.” “ 

Ordinary monks cannot penetrate this dimension, so they don’t You might see 
me, do you understand?” 

the old man explained to David! 



When David heard this, he nodded and understood. It seems that it was 
because of his golden dragon avatar that he pierced through the dimension of 
space. 

“Senior, I have something to ask you.” 

“Then why did the war between gods and demons suddenly start? Could it be 
that all ethnic groups are fighting against your demons?” “ 

And your demons are really like the legends of the world Is it that bad?” 

David didn’t understand, in the eyes of many monks, the demons are demons, 
they must be killed! 
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is here 

, but David has also encountered many demons, even big demons such as 
blood demons, yin demons, and wind demons! 

It’s not as bad as the legend says! 

Hearing David’s question, the old man smiled wryly: “I don’t know why the 
Great War of Gods and Demons was launched, let alone who initiated it. 

” There are always good and bad groups in the race. Could it be that the 
monks of the human race are all Bodhisattvas who save suffering and 
suffering?” “ 

Among the monks of the human race, there are more treacherous people and 
more bad people…” “ 

So in God During the Demon War, not all groups were targeting us, but many 
were helping us, and because of this, there were differences and civil strife 
among other groups.” “On this battlefield back then, the Azure Dragon 

Clan They are standing with us, and there are many orcs and human 
immortals.” “ 



It can be said that the war of gods and demons back then was not aimed at us 
demons as the world said, but a big melee. As far as I know, there was also a 
civil war in the lineage of your Dragon Clan back then, and the casualties 
were countless.” “The war 

that year shook the heavens and the worlds, and I don’t know how many 
worlds collapsed. It’s just a small world in it, and the entire universe of the 
heavens is huge.” 

“There is often no dividing line between good and bad, right and wrong, it’s 
just that everyone’s perception is different…” 

the old man said Looking back at the great war that year, his face was full of 
sadness! 

David fell silent after hearing this, and what the old man said made David re-
understand the conclusion of the war between gods and demons! 

Perhaps the battle between gods and demons was just an opportunity, 
because someone wanted to reshuffle the cards of the heavens and the 
world, and finally let the demons be used as a shield! 

After pondering for a moment, David nodded and said, “Okay, I’ll go and bring 
the two of them here…” 

David turned and left, his body was emitting a slight light. After passing 
through a layer of light curtain, David saw that everyone was still practicing 
quietly! 

David stepped forward and patted Jin Dong and Luo Xi lightly! 

The two woke up suddenly, and they breathed a sigh of relief when they saw 
David! 

“Mr. Chen, it’s so comfortable to practice here, so I stopped without realizing 
it.” “ 

I’m really sorry, let’s go now…” 

Jin Dong thought they stopped practicing without knowing it, Make David 
come back to look for them! 



“It doesn’t matter, I just took the two of you to a place, and the others are also 
immersed in cultivation!” 

David said hastily! 

Jin Dong looked around, and found that the other people were also soaking in 
the water without moving! 

“Mr. Chen, where are you taking us?” 

Luo Xi asked suspiciously! 

“Come with me, you will know when you get there!” 

After David finished speaking, he led the way and let Jin Dong and Luo Xi 
follow behind! 

Soon, David passed through the dimension of space, and brought Jin Dong 
and Luo Xi to the old man! 

Seeing the old man who suddenly appeared and the light array, the two of 
them froze on the spot, looking very surprised! 

“Senior, I brought them two.” 

David said to the old man! 

“Mr. Chen, what are you doing?” 

Jin Dong asked with a confused face! 

“You two don’t have to be afraid, this is the senior of your blood demon clan, 
but it was sealed here during the war between gods and demons.” 

“The blood soul orb you got is the dantian of this senior. I brought you two 
here. It is this senior who wants to teach you the pure blood demon skill. In 
this way, you are practicing the blood demon skill. , you won’t get bloodthirsty 
anymore.” 

David followed Jin Dong and Luo Xi to explain! 



When the two heard that the old man in front of them was the senior of the 
Gorefiend clan, they were immediately overwhelmed with excitement, and 
they all stepped forward and bowed down! 
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The soul blood 

old man looked at Jin Dong and Luo Xi with a smile on his face, like a kind 
elder! 

Looking at the old man’s smile, David would never believe it. This old man is a 
heinous person. Although he is a demon, he is definitely not bad! 

Everyone’s origin cannot be controlled and controlled, but what kind of person 
to be, but it is one’s own choice! 

“You two get up, I will pass on the pure blood demon skill to you two now, I 
hope you two can carry forward the blood demon clan.” “One 

more thing to remember, although we are demon clan, there is no way to 
change My own blood, but you must not indulge yourself and do things that 
are harmful to nature because you are a demon, otherwise I will not let you go 
under the nine springs.” The old man said to Jin Dong and Luo Xi 

! 

“Senior, don’t worry, although the world regards us as enemies, we will never 
harm any monk without reason. This is also our master’s teaching.” “Senior, I 
will 

return the Blood Soul Orb to you right away. This Blood Soul Orb, can you 
break free here?” 

Jin Dong hurriedly took out the Blood Soul Orb, intending to return it to the old 
man! 

After all, this blood soul orb is the dantian of the old man. If a monk loses his 
dantian, he will be useless! 



“No need, this is God’s will. This blood soul orb can only be used to its 
greatest value when it is in your hands.” “ 

I have been sealed here for thousands of years, and I should have perished 
long ago. Fortunately, there is blood in the blood tank above. It keeps flowing, 
and I rely on this little energy to support me until now.” “ 

Now that I pass the Blood Demon Kungfu to you two, I can die without regret, 
you two come over…” 

The old man turned towards Jin Dong and Luo Xi beckoned! 

The two slowly approached the old man, and then the old man spat out many 
formulas, which turned into rays of light and entered the sea of consciousness 
of Jin Dong and Luo Xi! 

I don’t know how long it took before the old man listened to it slowly. It is 
obvious that the old man is quite tired at this time, and he seems to have aged 
a lot in an instant! 

Jin Dong and Luo Xi slowly opened their eyes, followed by surprise in their 
eyes! 

“This…is this the pure Blood Demon Kungfu? It’s so different from what I 
practiced.” “ 

It turns out that what I practiced was always wrong, no wonder I got 
bloodthirsty.” 

Luo Xi was surprised Her eyes widened, she realized now that the blood 
demon kung fu she practiced was wrong and fake! 

“You two are good at cultivating this blood demon art. Don’t pass it on to the 
vicious people, otherwise you will lose your life!” The 

old man warned the two of them! 

“Senior, don’t worry, we will always remember the teachings of senior!” 

Jin Dong and Luo Xi hurriedly said! 

The old man looked at the two and smiled slightly. He seemed to see the 
hope of their blood demon clan! 



The old man looked at David, and then waved: “Junior, is there anyone 
missing when you come to this island?” “ 

Yes, one of my female friends is missing!” 

David nodded hurriedly! 

“Now you should know why your friend disappeared?” 

asked the old man! 

David nodded again: “She should have entered another dimension, so it 
seemed as if she suddenly disappeared beside us.” “ 

However, on that island, how can we penetrate another dimension of space 
and find her?” What about it?” 

David knew that there are powerful fairy and demon remnants everywhere 
here, and they can create their own spatial dimensions at will! 

But how to enter the opponent’s space dimension, this made David a little 
puzzled! 

“I’ll give you a drop of soul blood. With it, you can travel through the dimension 
of space and meet your friends.” “ 

But on the small island, there is only the remnant soul of the bone cliff. This 
guy somehow escaped from the prison. ran to the island.” 

 


